03 June 2013

To Whom It May Concern
I have had the pleasure of knowing Brett Dungan for just over six years, during which time he
has performed in several leadership capacities. The support he gave to my organisation, and to
me personally, has been invaluable and Brett was instrumental in helping to deliver the
accommodation solution for the 2010 FIFA World Cup™ held in South Africa. His
responsibilities and involvement were wide-ranging and despite some very trying circumstances
Brett always delivered what was required of him.
Brett is consistent, innovative and resourceful and has the ability to guide stakeholder
discussions with a firm but friendly disposition in order to achieve an amicable and objective
outcome in instances where conflicts of interest are at play. He assisted MATCH with the many
tasks required to present a previously fragmented South African accommodation sector as a
unified voice to the world and I believe the final product was a great success!
Brett is an intelligent, capable, dedicated, and personable individual who I believe would be able
to handle complex situations with thoughtfulness and maturity.
I have seen him present to the Government on complex industry issues and interact socially at
official functions. No task or situation seems to daunt him and his industry knowledge and
relationships in South Africa are unsurpassed. Brett is equally comfortable with heads of state,
captains of industry and his peers as well as the teams that work for him.
Having delivered the accommodation solution for the all FIFA World Cups since 1986, I feel
qualified to state that Brett played an invaluable role for 2010, a role which was very much
unique to Brett and which therefore is not likely to be played in future editions of the FIFA
World Cup™ accommodation operations.
Yours faithfully

Jaime Byrom
Executive Chairman
MATCH Services AG

